
We have the space and place for  
you to grow. Our R&D developers can 
make it happen—from the beginning of  
your product ideations to scaling and 
keeping up with consumers' cravings.

Why choose us?
  Custom Formulation
  Responsive R&D
  State of the Art Facilities

  Low MOQ Solutions
  Robust Quality Program
  Minimum Lead Times
  Speedy Sample Support

LIQUIDS VERSATILE, FLAVORFUL, CUSTOMIZABLE,  
ON-TREND, VIBRANT

OUR VISION 

INGREDIENT SOLUTIONS...

GO-TO PARTNER
for value added

it's our passion.

IS TO BE YOUR



Contact your sales person for more  
information and request a sample kit.

3001 Strawn Lane, Fort Worth, TX 76135
817.336.7441 | info@parkerfoodgroup.com 

www.parkerfoodgroup.com

Sauce, ripple, ribbon – whatever you want 
to call it, we have the abilitiy to add flavor 
and texture to your next application!   
Our liquids are made of sweeteners, 
water, fruit, flavor, color and stabilizers. 

Tailor-made liquid bases, variegates, and fruit preps allow you 
to personalize products according to precise specifications.

LIQUIDS.....

R&D TECHNICAL NOTES 

LIQUID BASES: Concentrated solutions made of sugar and water, 
utilized at 2-10% concentration, offering a versatile foundation for 
various applications.

VARIEGATES:  Flavorful ribbons enhancing ice cream; our variegates 
come in different types: Water-based, fat-based, and textured
variegates. Textured variegates can include an array of additions 
like pretzels, graham crackers, cookie gems, or hard candy pieces.

FRUIT PREPS: Fruit-based with the option for fruit chunks, typically 
used at 8-15% concentration to infuse flavor into ice cream or fresh 
dairy products like yogurt and cottage cheese.

A DRIZZLE OF FLAVOR TO EVERY TREAT:
Popular Items Include: 

$   Glittery Blue Variegate
$   Caramel Pretzel Variegate
$   Sweet Whiskey Sauce
$   Chamoy Sauce
$   Chocolate Liquid Chip 

   

WHETHER IT'S NON-GMO, DAIRY FREE, ORGANIC OR NUT FREE…  
We're ready to collaborate & grow with you. 

Diverse Packaging:
From small 4oz individual packaging to 
50-gallon drums, Parker can precisely 
meet your needs. This level of flexibility 
minimizes waste for end customers, 
particularly in food service applications.

YOGURT: Vanilla yogurt with granola and 
swirled with Mixed Berry Fruit Prep

ICE CREAM: Vanilla ice cream with chocolate 
cake pieces and blended with Caramel 
Pretzel Variegate

FS BEVERAGE: Cookie butter latte topped 
with whipped cream, speculoos crumbs 
and Cookie Butter Drizzle

Applications that Intrigue:


